
 

Synthetic OO Design Concepts & Reuse

Lecture 9: Collaboration synthesis
Topics:

• Composition of existing collaborations to define more complex 
collaborations

• The need to be “conscious” of design alternatives
• A “model” of reuse in role-based designs



 

New concepts

Collaboration: Contextual relationship among instances 
that interact to implement a desired functionality
– pattern of message exchange among those instances to 

achieve some goal
– protocol

Role: that subset of an object’s characteristics needed to 
fulfill its responsibilities in a collaboration
– alternatively, a “slot” that can be filled by objects that wish to 

participate in the collaboration
– such objects are said to “play” the role

Observe: Both definitions refer to instances

Goals:
– Design reusable collaborations
– Compose applications by synthesizing collaborations



 

Documenting collaborations

Collaborations documented via:
– Collaboration diagram

• Declares two or more roles to which application objects will 
be bound to participate in collaboration

• Depicts connectors required between objects that play the 
various roles

– One or more sequence diagrams
• Each diagram depicts a meaningful interaction among the 

roles, i.e., a single behavior.
• Most collaborations require multiple sequence diagrams to 

document their behavior sufficiently



 

Recall from last time

Exercise: Integrate a scrollbar object into the 
Viewport–DocManager collaboration.



 

Scrollbar–listener collaboration

listener : ValuatorListenerscrollbar : Scrollbar

Scrollbar–Listener

*

ListensTo



 

Behavior of Scrollbar–Listener collaboration

userEvent()
announceNewValue(n)

: Scrollbar listener : ValuatorListener 

sd moveHandle



 

Designing composite collaborations

Composite collaborations must be designed

Strategy:
– Model concrete interactions in this new collaboration

• Example: sequence diagram illustrating what should happen 
when user drags the slider to new position

• In this context, design sketches are sufficient

– Create roles of the new collaboration by synthesizing 
the roles of existing (and possibly some new) 
collaborations

Sometimes, an entire application can be modeled 
as a (large) composite collaboration



 

Design sketch (alternative #1)

vp : …sb : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0, ...) getLine(X+0, …)

retrieve(n-1, ...) getLine(X+n-1, …)

…

userEvent()

an
no

un
ce

N
ew

V
al

ue
(X

)

sd design1



 

Sketches are necessarily incomplete...

vp : …sb : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0, ...) getLine(X, …)

retrieve(n, ...) getLine(X+n, …)

…

userEvent()

an
no

un
ce

N
ew

V
al

ue
(X

)

sd design1

Note: Class names elided



 

Design sketches

When designing a new collaboration, often helpful to defer 
some design decisions
– Example: Actual class of participants that are interacting

• OK in early stages of design because we may end up designing a 
reusable collaboration, in which case participants are roles rather 
than objects

– Example: Names/signatures of messages
• OK in early stages because these names/signatures are highly 

dependent upon the protocol we end up adopting, and we might 
wish to explore lots of alternatives before choosing!

Design tip: Use the notations as precisely as possible, but 
elide details that are likely to change while exploring 
alternatives



 

Design sketch (alternative #2)

vp : …sb : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0,...)
getLine(X+0, …)

retrieve(n-1,...) getLine(X+n-1, …)

…

userEvent()
???

sd design2



 

Another note on sketchiness...

vp : …sb : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0,...)
getLine(X, …)

retrieve(n,...) getLine(X+n, …)
…

userEvent()
???

sd design2

Note: Message name/signature elided



 

In-Class Activity

Is one alternative “better” than the other?
What criteria might we use to evaluate these two 

alternatives?
Can you envision any other alternatives?



 

Evaluating a design

Often, there is no “best” design in the abstract
What makes a design “good” is its fitness to the purpose 

and clientele for which it was intended
– A superior design in one context might be inferior in another
– Your chances of “stumbling” onto the superior design for your 

context are miniscule if you don’t understand the context

Thus:
– Design process should begin with a clear understanding of 

context (requirements)
– Design decisions should be reflective and deliberate and should 

be justifiable in terms of (traceable back to) this context 
(requirements)



 

Exercise

Critique each of the aforementioned designs by 
listing “pros” and “cons” of each.

General hints:
– look for difficulties a user might encounter while using 

the code that implements each design
– look for obstacles to verification/testing
– look for long-term maintenance “gotchas”
– look for possible performance problems



 

Example “Con”

Both design alternatives place “knowledge” of 
offset (and responsibility for retrieving lines using 
offset) in the document manager object

Potential problems:
– Limits reusability of scrollbar and viewport in 

isolation---this might be a useful composite 
collaboration, which we should carefully design and 
test

– Makes configuration difficult



 

Design sketch (alternative #3)

vp : …sb : … vpm : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0, ...) getLine(X+0, …)

retrieve(n-1, ...) getLine(X+n-1, …)

…

userEvent()

an
no

un
ce
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ew
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ue
(X

)

sd design3



 

Design sketch (alternative #3)

vp : …sb : … vpm : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0, ...) getLine(X, …)

retrieve(n, ...) getLine(X+n, …)

…

userEvent()

an
no

un
ce

N
ew

V
al

ue
(X

)

sd design3

Note: Invented a new role to “localize” 
knowledge of the machinery to 
retrieve lines using offsets



 

Design sketch (alternative #4)

vp : …sb : … vpm : … dm : …

announceNewValue(X)

update()

retrieve(0,...) getLine(X+0, …)

retrieve(n-1,...) getLine(X+n-1, …)

…

userEvent()
???

sd design4



 

In-Class Activity

Discuss how to synthesize a class MyVpModel 
from which we could instantiate objects that play 
the vpm role in the new collaboration (assume 
Design 3)

Draw class diagram (inheritance and associations)
Make sure everyone in your group understands 

the code
Draw a collaboration diagram



 

Classes ViewPort and ViewPortModel

class ViewPort : public Fl_Multiline_Output {
public:
  ViewPort( int x, int y, int w, int h );
  unsigned capacity() const;

  void setModel( ViewPortModel* );

protected:
  ViewPortModel*    model;
  void              resize(int, int, int, int);
  void              update();
};

class ViewPortModel {
public:
  virtual bool retrieve( unsigned lineNumber,

     string&  line ) const =0;
};



 

Synthesis of collaborations

Defn: The process of constructing a new collaboration by 
composing multiple smaller collaborations

Process:
– Gather together all constituent collaborations
– Group together roles to should be played by the same object 

(alternatively the new role) in the new collaboration
– For each new type of object (role), create an adapter class  to 

synthesize the role classes in the group for that object
– Document structure of new collaboration in a collaboration 

diagram and its behavior in one or more sequence diagrams



 

Synthesis: (1) align collaborations

: ViewPort : ViewPortModel 

: Scrollbar

: DocManager

: ValuatorListener
ListensTo

: ValuatorListener

ListensT
o

sb vp vpm dm

Uses

Uses



 

Synthesis: (2) group roles to be played by 
same object

: DocManager

sb vp vpm dm

: ViewPort : ViewPortModel 

: Scrollbar : ValuatorListener
ListensTo

: ValuatorListener

ListensT
o

Uses

Uses



 

Synthesis: (3) adaptor classes

class MyViewPort : public ValuatorListener,
                   public ViewPort
{ …
  void announceNewValue( unsigned )
  { ViewPort::update(); }
};

class MyVpModel : public ValuatorListener,
                  public ViewPortModel {
public:
   MyVpModel( DocManager*, … ) … {}
   // …adapt operations…
protected:
   unsigned offset;
   DocManager* dm;
};



 

Synthesis (4) model new collaboration

vp : MyViewPort

vpm : MyVpModelsb : Scrollbar dm : DocManager

U
se

s

ListensTo

ListensTo

ScrollableDocumentViewer

Uses



 

Synthesis (5): Write config. code

  Scrollbar           sb(…);
  MyViewPort          vp(…);
  DocManager     dm(…);
  MyVpModel           vpm(&dm, …);

  sb.registerListener(&vpm);
  sb.registerListener(&vp);

  vp.setModel(&vpm);

} Note: Uses knowledge 
about the order in which 
sb notifies its registered 
listeners.

   Inferred from 
collaboration and 
sequence diagrams.



 

Exercise

Might it make sense for a ViewPort to act as its 
own ViewPortModel?  Draw a sequence diagram 
to model the interaction with the scrollbar and 
the document manager assuming such a design.



 

Exercise

Suppose we now want to add a reset button to the 
assembly.  Pressing the button should clear the 
file.  Obviously, the viewport should reflect that 
the file is empty.  Draw a sequence diagram that 
illustrates this collaboration.



 

Design methodologies

Role–collaboration based design is an example of 
a design methodology:
– Tells you “how to think” by suggesting sorts of code 

structures and properties that you should value.
– Provides new concepts for thinking about and 

organizing these valuable structures and properties.
• Examples: roles and collaborations, listeners and models, etc.

– Strategies for reifying these concepts in code

Often provide mechanical methods for composing 
systems from parts



 

Discussion question

Why is it important to be given guidance on “what 
to value” when you design a system?



 

Discussion (continued)

There is no perfect design!

Design is always about trade-offs and priorities:
– Example: Extensibility is often at odds with efficiency
– Which is more valuable depends on the problem

• Example: In a weather simulation, efficiency is valued more 
highly than extensibility

– Methodologies codify priorities and provide guidance 
in designing software that supports them



 

Follow-up question

Why is it important to fix on design priorities early?

Answers (non-exhaustive):
– Often difficult to know “where to begin,” especially for 

less experienced programmers.
– Most real programs designed in teams; if team 

members disagree on the priorities, their code will 
likely not interoperate.

– Extremely expensive to re-engineer a corpus of code 
when an important priority is discovered late in the 
process.
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